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FOREWORD

Exploring Functional Language is a unique set of materials that ad-dresses what is probably the
most important question one could ask about language use in'the schools "How do children and
teachers use language to get things doner However obvious such a question may seem, it is
unfo unately true that we seldom ask it Instead, the schools usually try to determine such ques-
tio s as "How correct is the usage of the childfen?" or "How mature is the children'sanguage
dev lopment in terms of pronunciation or grammar ?" These are not unimportant questions, but
they focus only on the forms of language rather than on its functions That is, the questions
address the social judgments w can make about language (is it correct or not) rather than the

A i 4
cognitive functions (what' does thelanguage get done).

These protocol tapes and manuals effectively illustrate functifmal language in its real, class-
room context with videotapes of the undoctored, actual classroom events. The manuals contain
'workhop exercises to 15e used with the videotape, .describe (in clear language) the theoretical
framework from which the-work stems, and include verbal transcripts of the language used in the

- tapes All videotae samples'(15 to 20 minutes irr length) were taken from a large research proj-
ect conducticl at e Center for Applied Linguistics (Peg Griffin and Roger Shuy, Children's
Functional Languag and Education in the Early Years, 1978). Separate manuals aTzeompany
each videotape ' . .. . .

A Way with Words describes the principle of functional language in some detail, calling into
question conventional school language assessment which deals only with language forms
(sounds, vocabulary and grammar) while often ignor-ing meaning relationships (semantics) and
language use (pragmatics) . i

What's What with Questions, explores the use of question asking strategies in-the classroom.
It pOints out that questions do a great deal more work than merely getting information. Children

. Hive a variety of ways to use-questions and this protocol suggests ways t)gt educators can make
use of them for in- service or pre-service training. It'? Your Turn provides information about the
verbal and non verbal aspects ofclaSsroom turns at talking, when it succeeds as.well as when it
breaks doWn transitions. Activity between Actiultielocuses on what has been conventionally
considered "down time" by educators The videotape and manual describe how transitions can
funCtion as an actual leaTning event, socially and cognitively. A,similar focus is presented in When
Is Reading?. which illu'str'ates visually that learning how to read extends far beyond "official-,
reading time in classrooms Although smuch of the focus of these videotapes and manuals is on.
children's functional language use, teacher talk is also noted, especially in Teacher Talk Works.
-a visible-demonstration of talk -that teaches, answers, evaluates, manages, and reprimands.

There is no way that a brief overview of this sort can capture the richness of the actual video-
taped events in,th ifs series That is precisely the reason, in fact, that the authors decided to present
thiimportant iTtfOrmation in protocol, form. These are not books about ch'ildren's functional Ian-

( guage Thes, are children's functional language, captured in natural, real life settings,.s selected
_,__. .

from hundreds of hours of research samples and presented in a way which is convincing, clear
di-i-d-dynamic . ,i -.. .. ,\ %.

* Roger Shuy
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. INTRODUCTION, .

;..
, X

* Do the children in your classroom read?
A

* What does' a reading activity look like? IS

4-

* What are some activities in your classroom that involve reaang?

* Could these, activities be successfully accomplished without reading?

* HoW mud) reading gets done in reading Amps?'

A

* How will these materials help in real Classroom situationsare they.
relevant and applicable to primary school teaching?

)
, 4 (

These are some of-The Iquesti'dns that will be dealt with, in the materials. This instructor's man-
ual is part of a packet that also includes participants' manuals and a videotape. The goal of
these materials ill to explore the nature of reading in elementary school classroorlis. The video-
tape is the result of a larger study that examines children's use of language in a school setting. The
videotape ant the transcript bring together instances, of language usage and reading by children
to a first grade classroom at various times during a regular school day. The materials are intended'
fOr use in pre service and in service teacher training, but they also may be relevant and of interest
to a variety of audiences, including linguistics students and reading and educational specialists.

1
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SUGGESTIONS

FOR USING

THESE MATERIALS

II

The discussion and exercise sections of this manual are designed
to be 'flexible and interchaitigeable, to accommodate individual learn-
ing styles, time schedules, and your own goals

If you are a participalit using, this manual in pre-service or
in-service training, your instructor will plate a workshop based on
these materials. If you are working on your own, you May find
either of the following approaches helpful or you may wish to devise
one of your own.
- The transcript reflects the contents of the videotape. Satisfactory

work can be donewith this'manual when the videotape is not
available. /

,,,

(1)

'(2)

(3)

'(4),

(5)

(6)

OPTION IA

Read throu'gh the transcript. We suggest this as the first step
for any approach, since it is often difficult to read while
listening to and watching the tape at the same time.

Look at the tape, if available.

Read the discussion sections, both general and specific.
, .

Read the "Theoretical Issues" section, (strongly suggested'
though not necessary to,complete the exercises).

Do least the following exerises: ,

I. *Section A #1-3. II. Summary Exercise #1
Section B #1-3
Section C #,1, 2
Section D. -#1-, 2

Do as many of the remaining exercises as possible, reread-
ing the discussion section as appropriate or necessary..

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

OPTION. B ;

Read through the transcript.

Look at tape, if available.

Do the following exercises;

I. Section A #1-3
Section B #1-3
S60011 C #1, 2
Section D #1, 2

II. Summary Emit& #1

Read the discussion sections, both general and specific.

Read "Theoretical issues" (strongly suggested).

Do as many of The remaining.exercises as possible, reread-
ing the discussion section as 'appropriate or necessary.

2
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s: DISCUSSION

4

This discussion section is intended mainly as a point of referenCe.for users of this manual who
are participating in workshops or classes based on these materials. It may be, .however, that issues
raised in this sectioncaii serve as departure -points for further discussion or as a basis for

'assignments.'

INTRODUCTION

,Teachers and educational specialists may well ask "What, kind of a question is 'When is
Reading?' . . . what do you mean by that?" . .

Many articles, chapters, and books on reading have gririplicit statement. This is what reading
is. These discussions may be limited to part of the process (appreciation or word identification) or
to an aspect of the learning process (speed reading or beginning reading). Sottne may be theo-

. ietical in nature while others may involve instructional or assessment programs for reading.
Other articles, chapters, and books on reading arei'urveys that raise animplicjt question. What

is reading ? These, too, may be limited to a particular focus, to a certain model or theory, or to
activities involved with reading. Toward the end of this booklet yo# will find someeiscussiops of
these issues and some references for. further reading.

Our work is different, the question is explicit. When is reading? It is a simple question that la
child might ask at any tiMe. Children know that there will be a formal time slot in almost. every

. elementary school classroom for a set of activities involvingtovritten text.
The question When is readinghs also more Complex than is often noticed. Children might 'say,

at the end of a school day, that they didn't htive reading that day. Parents might view that state of
affairs with dismay, but theywour4not doubt that such a statement could be true. Teachers might
agree with this statement. Our vantage point, the one that this manual will provide to you, shows
us that it is almost impossible for children to "not have reading." during a classroom day. there
may not have been a "reading period ", but reading, we claim, Auld have happened. The day's
schedule was read, labels in a science experiment were read, .instructions for the math worksheet
were read The issue, then,, is to find the reading that is independent of the time slot indicated on
the daily classroom schedule; hence, our question: When wielding?

This question of when naturally precedes the question of what and the statement of it is this.
Suppose someone proposes a theory of reading, a model of some component of reading, a test
of reading, a set of 'reading materials or teaching techniques. The classroom teacher or the

.3- 11_
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4 When Is Reading?

O

4

reading specialist must judge the value of what has been proposed. How does one judge? One
May compare an old theory, model, test, or instructional packet with the new proposal. In order°
to compare, however, one must have some actual reading performances as the basis for'
comparison Theprocedure is as follows: 1) examine the new proposal;o2) look at some instances
of reading; 3) consider the theory, model, test, or instructiopal package that you are now using,
4) compare the new proposal to the old account to see which is better; 5) if the new proposal is
better,'use it; of not, disregard it. We will now turn our attention tt, step 2 of this proCedure.

The transcripts and the videotape show instances of reading, some them when reading is not
expected. To "take some reading" from an elementary school, we ded field observations,
teacheis' questionnaires, and videotapes of children going"through their ordinary school days.
Intensive study of one Clay in a first grade classroom reveals the range of reading events depicted
in this work; .

-
-r

.is: THE MAIN IDEAS
,,

Now that you have looked at the videotape and/or read through the transcript, it is useful to
talk about the mainicfeas developed on the tape and in the transcripts. There are three basic issues.

,,, -\
Unofficial Jeading items can be compared with, ifficial or designated times for reading learning
pnd reading teaching; .

..%/ .,

.

Reading can be 'seen as a tool;
A

.
. . .

Opporfunities are noted for' innovative ways to measure and evaluate reading skills informally.
60. .

Unofficial and Official Reading

Reading takes .place at many different times during a regular, schookttay. There are times
designated specifically for reading learning and reading teaching, in activities such as reading
groups, but CC

PI

reading 'skips pre required and/or displayed in many instances outside official reading times
and . .

relatively little reading actually seems tb get done during'the official reading times.
Often children use a variety of reading strategies outside official reading time, as in the following
episode:

l
Two boys are reading together before the school day starts. The teacher is sitting nearby.

Peter: I saw (pause) the little (pause) puppy big? Big? Wait a minute.
1 r)

,1



Carl. Eh, like in Erin°. Beg
Peter: 'Oh yeah'

In this particular classroom there is a convention that some words are key words for learning
and remembering short vowel sounds. Ed, Edna, and edge are the key words that the teacher
uses for short e. Carl uses Erin as a key word to help his friend figure out the word beg. By using
the name of his classmate Erin, Carl shows that he has learned thcronvention and can manipulate
it by substituting another word that fits the same pattern.

Children use decoding strategies learned in official reading time during unofficial reading tasks.
These unofficial reading times also show children to be more advanced in their reading develop-
ment than is evident from teachers' currIculum choices or students' test performances. One child,
working alone on .a math exercise, says:,

The o says its name.

as`a way of decoding a word on the worksheet he is using He says the word correctly and repeats:

followed by

is followed by
s

anal

The o says its name.

What does K say?
12

What.does 4 say? ' .

What does 4 say?

Th

Nr

The discovery Tie has made seems to amuse him very much. It concerns the fact that although
numbers can be,written as characters just w letters can, .and are part of a symbolic system as are
letters, they are inherently different from letters. Althotigli this fact is an important aspect of
literacy input writing system, it may not be dealt with overt during official reading, and available

,tests do, not measure it,.
Observation offyeading activities in a first gra de classroom reveals that not much actual reading

learning or reading teachitig.goes on duririg official reading times such as a round-robin reading
session. The fqcus seems taaieon social and interacti6naliskills. A great deatpf attention i given
to the manner in which tuins.to read are assigned and to the strategies childien use to ke, p their
places and follow along...

e

Readin- g as a Tool -

A

GThere is ,a Contrast betwAen official and unofficial reading activities and the role of ,reading
during each of diem. tipiesBy looking at ti wheQ reading actually occurs during the school day, we

, .
C.;. A r

...

.. 1
,
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A

I
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6 Whetl, Is Fading?
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IC

can see that reading happens when reading is needed. It. is a tool. Children are called upon to
read a variety of materials such as menus, recipes, daily schedules, labels, or each other's work.
Just as scissors and paste might be the essential tools for an art project, so reading is a necessary
tool for the completion of other larger tasks.

It follows that the most useful and productive reading learning can happen when the reading has
some concrete purpose. Classroom observatibn sholL.that most reading is what might be called
"applied reading"reading that is one 'part of a larger activity, as opposed to reading that is an
end in itself. If reading is viewed as a tool, then it is not at all surprising to' see that not 'much

'reading seems to get done in-official reading groups.
With the idea of reading as a tool, the issue of materials becomes important. What would

hapPen, for example, if materials that need to be read, such as menus, recipes, schedules, official
forms, labels, or directions, were used in conjunction with official reading materials such as
primers or textbooks?

Applied reading highlights comprehension and supplies a motivation for learnirig and practicing
a wide variety of word attack skills. Primerg and other official reading programs introduce skills in

n order predetermined by theories of subskills and difficulty levels. Major emphasis on overall
comprehenion often occurs late in these orderings. In applied reading, however, the ordering is
tailored to fit the need of the moment. When ,a skill is to be taught and practiced-is decided on the
spot by considering at least three factors: 1) the demand /of the written material, 2) the limits of
the independent ability of the children, and 3) the kinds of prompts and clues available tc . the
teacher

Expanding Evaluation .3

The issues of official/unofficial-reading times and rreading as a tool both have clear impli
. tions for thoraditional methods of evaluating and iing children's reading ability. Man of-

the skills-Isplayed during unofficial reading are never measured by tests. By the same token the
skills on which tests focused '(such as the decoding of letter -sold correspondences) may not be
the most important skills for most'reading.

Taking the view of reading described here, it becomes possible to assess reading ability b
simply looking at the result of the activity that reguireAreading: Was the activity completed? And
successfully? This suggests that teachers create situations where' applied reading can-serve as 43
test. For example, to get flour for a recipe, a child would choose from a group of canisters that
differ only in their labels.

In the situations on the tapethe applied reading is accomplished cooperatively. The teacher
and many children-work together to come .1 an ederstanding of the tents. Even in these situa-
tions, the teacher has an opportunity to evaluate the reading ability of individual children. Which
parts of the text were a stumbling block for one child, and for which parts did hother child supply
assistance? This concrete evidence of strengths and weaknesses may be related to some skill'
reqpired by that part of the text. Perhaps the child repeatedly `stumbles or supplies help. when a



particular reading skill is needed. This information is valuable both in assessing ability and in
designing-materials or activities for the individOLchild.

In some cases. a child working to read in such a cooperative situation may demonstrate several
small component subskills but not the overall skill of combining them to comprehend the material
The child may supply a partially correct Leading of a phrase based on predictive comprehension
ability and another partially correct reading of the phrase based on.word recognition, only to find
the two partially-correct .riswers conflicting with one another.. The teacher or some other child
combines the.two and. produces the correct reading to resolve the conflict and accomplish the
goal of comprehension. For example, in a school very different froth the one we are looking at. a
little boy couldn't read street. First he tried' slide and then he tried road. His classmates took the
partially correct letter sound correspondence from slide add the partially correct meaning clue
from rodd and read the word correctly as street,

In other cases, a child may control some larger skill and may display it in a cooperative ssittaion
for the teacher to evaluate. For example, beginning. readers working alone read stories with very
little plot or character development and often with little, if 'any', lirefary merit. When the teacher is
reading aloud to them, children then can show how well they use inferences from the content
and lorm of the story to assist in. predictive° cOmpreh.ension of a well-structured stcfry. Id these
situations, children also display their Particular strengths or weaknesses with respect to the con-
ventions of vanou's literary styles and to the appreciation- and criticism of literature.

Teachers can take advantage of the expanded opportunities for evaluation that applied or
unofficial reading eventsL provide. They can Ipcate (and capitalize on) the various skills that
students display coincidentally as they are trying to comprehend written text. Teachers might
"teach to" the naturally occurring "tests" that they and their students encounter is.they read to
find out what they are going to eat for lunch or how to make bread, or wheri they read just to
relax.

4

SPECIFIC READING EVENTS

Tape Segment #1 )

8:$0. a.m. The Menu: FUnctional Word Attack

One activity that took place,in many classes.was the reading of the,daily lunch menu. Althoughthe reading of the menu is not designated as official reading time, the skills required for this
activity are reading skills. Consider the, following exchange:

T: Can you find that? Follow down under Wednesday.

J: Vegetable soup. Rat beef/pause/Sarid

Discussion 7



18 When Is Reacting?.
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There "are abbteviations

stands for97

Soldwiches.
i

,
, ,...1

.

o

there 'What do you suppose sand'

A s,
o. t

.

.

.

`The part cular reading skill required to figure out abbreviations is not one that is usually treated
during official reading' time in firSt grade The segment of tape shows that children often have
skills that they are.rarely required to display formally. There is much to be learned about abbrevia-

,

tions. witness the rather lengthly discussion concerning tht
.
abbreviation of roast to rat Although;

abbreviations may be based on the "common sense" omission of certain letters, frequently leaving
a combination that resembles _the original word. they also may be formed arbitrarily. Roast, for
example, could just as well be abbreviated to rst. or even r.. given its occurrence with beef

This common sense. arbitrary nature of abbreviations raises two further points. the importance
. of context and thk limitations of letter sound decoding. First. if the.abbieviation were rst, or r

beef sand.. the proficient readers woyiti probably have no difficulty interpreting the r as roast
They bring to the reading the knowledge that there exists such a thing as roast beef, such a thing
as a roast beef sandwich, that the latter is not uncommon lunch fafe in the United States, and so
on. That is, the readers bring their knowledge of the real world to the reading experience Because
of this knowledge, 'i.e. that roast and be'ef ruy.occyr in context together. the readers would'
probably find it quite reasonable for the word, roast to occur abbreviated as r. or rst..

Second, as we have said, the reading that occurs in unofficial reading times often.exercises or
displays skills not dealt_ with in official times.it is also true that skills focused on in official reeding
events may be practiclly useless in other situations, In the case of abbreviations, ,.letter -sound
correspondence approach to decoding- would not be sufficient.' The phonetic resemblance

' between roast and rat. or r. will only partiA) help the speaker figtge out what rat. stand-nor.
Later in the day. the children and teacher again encounter conventional abbreviations when

they start to make bread. Constier the various conventional abbreviations for tablespoon and for
teaspoon. If you saw them outside of the context of cooking, would it be as easy to figure 'them
out? If they had been u'ted in theabove sentence would It have been appropriate? Some of the
abbreviations have a phonetic relationship to both words, and wel rely on our knowledge of the
convention being used.to determine whe er to-put in a teaspoon or a tablespoon. The children:s
work with idiosynciatic arbitrary abbrevi tions seems to bd of help in, developing their general,
undAstanding of conventional arbitrar bbrevi4tions.f 2 ,....,

,r.

Tape Segthent #2 A

9:30 a. m. The Recipe: Functional Word Attack ' -

te 0. .' J
.

Reading in English' generally requires theyeader to approach th-pfilifood page from left to right..-
areand frg,m top to bottom. In using a recipe, students are confrontecrwith changes in approaching

the prifit due to difference in format. Once again, 45,breviations appear. and' comprehension
....,

,4.,..., .
:, -
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abilities often neglected in official reading events are required and demonstrated In the first utter-
ance, for example, the child shows that she has not understood the meaning or the pOrpose of
the sentences /she has read The intonation ar d the stress with which she reads the sentence

41. Put in a mixing bowl

makes it sound as though one of the recipe's ingredients is a mixing bowl The teacher's utterance
serves to correct the miscomprehension.

Tell us. what we're goifig to put in the mixing bowl
,

While "reading with expression" is highly valued in some official reading events. the connection
between intonation and comprehensign is seldom as clear as it is here. While children usually are
expected to read a whole sentence in a reading primer, there is rarely as urgent'a need to as there
is here The teacher,uses comprekenkion requirements as the basis for correction and prompting:

Later on in this sequence. Julie. Misreads the word thoroughly but-shows in her definition
('`through the whole thing"r that she knows what the word means. This case illustrates rather.
dramatically that understanding what is being read not necessarily related to letter-sound
!decoding, and that -comprehension is clearly possible without,accurateLp-ronunciation. In fact,
Sophia, the child who correctly reads thoroughly, gives softly as a definitiqn.

The correct and incorrect explanation for thoroughly are both derived from its use in context:
the teacher asks fOr the rdea.ning by putting the word in its place as a modifier of the verb to beat,
and till of the children respond with word's that are reasonable modifiers of to beat. The child 'Who

"decoded correctly is the farthek off track; given that its larger context is cooking, beating softly is
unlikely to be a correct reading. Often in official beginning reading events, correct or incorrect
decoding is closely attended.to while comprehension is treated secondarily or ignored. Sophia
might not get the help she.needs, and Julie might not get the chance to hive it to her.

the sequence about the meaning of lukewarm is part of a lengthy discussion that extended
throughout the day and included having the children feel lukewa* milk on their wrists. S
them tried using the word in unrelated conversation and In.new context. The children essentially
learned the meaning,of lukewarm by "doing" or-"experiencing it," an, awoach to word knowl-
edge or vocabitlary building different than the kind ultrally found in official reading events when
there is not enough time fq this kind of work. Learni0 new words from readin%is as valuable as
learning to read already kr(own words, but is a life-time skill that teachers seldom have chance to
encourage in offickit reading events.

Tape Segmient #3
11:30 a.m. Theliflading Group: Sylal Work and Decoding

This section of the tape and transcript illustrates that sometimes not much reading voes on in

r S
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10 When Is Reading?
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reading groups The children are seated around a table with their readers open in front of them.
4'.

,

, .. They are expected to take turriireadin succesime passages, and their attention seems focused r..,ci-, ., 1.mostly on.keeping track of when their next turn occurs. They o this by listening orWatching In
an instance when Grant-loses his place, he, is admonished as follows:

. .

T: Did you listen to what Mark Just read? . . . were.you watching me writing instead of
watching the book, 'cause I turned my pat late. And you turned yours when I did./ You need to watch the children who are reading.

1
r - .

.

.
The 'skills called inta play here are interactional ones: It isiniportsntto know how the, turn-

taking works, so as to be in the right place at the right time. Comprehending and following the
plot do not tell the children where to begin their turn,. and keeping up with the word attacks does
not matter. It is watching the other childreq, and listening to them that supply the cues that Grant
mists. . , .

Is it, the social nature of the reading group that allows only the readipg of shore somewhat
...,,,-disconnected papsages? In thinking about the reading group as a social event,- one would

consider, 4or example, the different status relationsb.Vs between the children and,betWeen th'e.
L lteacher and the children.vidence for. these relatiot4hips is seen in the following sequence,

where Mirk clearly has assumed the authOrity to monitor the progress of ,the group: - . .

. .1) Grant: I'm trying to find the page.
Mark: Where your marker is.
Grant I knji,[1.

(2) Gene: I read the '
T: Ssh. _

:Laura: (reading)
Matic-V- There's a space in there. There's a space inthgre

(pointing out a mistake in her-reading) .
.

040

T: That's right.
.

.

,

These conversations emphasize the social work associatedsociated with asreading groin In this case, the
teacher has many opportunities to notice Grant's inattentiveness rd problemfA in small group
interactioniWith hts peers. Since he rrlisses several turns to read, his reading strengths and weak_ ,

nesses are rarely displayed for the teacher to evaluate; . . 1 , .

Nonetheless, during this same conversation, the teacher doss have two opportunities to hear ,t.

Grant 'dead. In the first instance, the teacher uses a comprehension-type prompt to help Grant
start reading a line: Who is Dan talking tq? What do you ihink.l . . . She is helping Grant tQ,use
the on-goitig story to figure out a word. It is:reasonable to expect father would be in this sentence

tiJ
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because that is to whom Dan is talking and this sentence is probably a reply to what Dan said. The
clbe,is successful. However, the teacher uses another comprehension-type prompt that fails.
Again she calls on &ant to predict from his sense of ttik on-going story (Think what it would say)
and she helps by giving the "sentence-so-far" a less halting intonation than Grant had produced.
This time she does not follow through with Grant. The close relationship of official reading times
and letter-sound correspondence strategies enables Gene to cut in. Gene supplies the word and
refers to one of the letter-sound rules (Away. The a says its name.) Gene chooses .just the type of
word attack skill that the official event favors. In a sense, the teacher's use of comprehension-type
clues was out of place here. She more than makes up for her breach with her enthusiasm: She
goes along with G ne's rule and with Gene's unusual (reading) pronunciation of dway 21Two a's
say their names. t's reading gets lost in the official event; in the same way, comprehension
word attack skills are ost in the official event.

Remembering the view of readiN as a tool, we should not expect much reading for compre-
hension to get done in these official events. It is also unlikely_ that comprehension-type prgmpts
would occur very often. In reading groups, the teaching and learning of reading skills are removed
or abstracled from situations in which those same skillS are useful as tools. Other elementary
school academic topics recently have imported some of the practical ;natters in everyday life into
the curricula and capitalized on the use of manipulable objects as an aid to learning. Reading in
Unofficial events automatically includes these factors, but official reading events exclude them
almost as a matter of policy. A limited set of abstract skills is highlighted instead.

.Furthernnore,4since reading groups are inevitably social gatherings, the focUs shifts from reading
skills to-interactional skills. Although, social interaction is an integral part of schooling, the infor-
mation teachers need to have about a child's reading ability must also be considered. Reading
groups are not the only (anci probably not the best) place for a teacher to find out about reading.

Tape Segment #4
2 p.m. The North Wind Story: 'Comprehension and Prediction

T:

Pupil 1:

Pupil 2:

Pupil 3:

(reading) . . . it will hit until you say 'Stop, stick, stop(T shows pictures)

Hit what?

Hit hini.

Hit the innkeeper,

T: Think so?

Pupil 3: _Yeah.

2C
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12 When Is Reading?

Mt.

The children are correct to assume that the innkeeper will be hit. But how do they know? The
teacher is the one doing the reading, the pictures that she shows to the children ate retrospective.
depicting what has just been read, not what is.about to happen What reading teaching or learn- .

ing is going on here? The three-part structure of the story is clear. Peter makes three trips to the
t( North Wind and has discussions with three different "people" during the first two tripsthe North

Wind, the innkeeper, his mother. The innkeeper switched an ordinary cloth and an ordinary goat
for the magic ones on the first two trips; this fact is known to the reader but not to Peter. Peter
only knows that when he tries to demonstrate the magic to his mother at the end of each trip, it
doesn't work. . -

Reading aloud contrasts with official reading group situations in many ways. A first glance
suggests that reading aloud times are essentially nonacademic parts of the day. They occur
almost as fillers around or during transitions, as with this North Wind story, which is read ju4,,
before the children gob home. The children are more or less sprawled on the floor, some resting
on the others' bodies, giving the atmosphere of a bedtime story. The stories that aft read during
these'situations are longer, more interesting, add more likely to be recognized as literature than
those that are read during reading gtoupS. The reading is divided into "chunks," but the pieces of
connected text are much larger than the one or twb sentences that characterize the first grade
reading groups. The children ask questions and answer each other's queitions, arid their talk
involves comprehension of the story. In the official rNaclinggibup situationg, the children's talk
encompassed turns and their places on the printed page, but not comprehension.

There are many kinds of literacy skills exercised in these events, as the North Wind story
demonstrates to a careful observer. Some important parts of this event are not shown on the tape
and are not transcribe& The story was started earlier in the day. When thifreading sessiottbegins,
the teacher has a chance to ask the children to sum marizethe plot and to diScuss the characters.
In this way she can evaluate their comprehension and reporting skills. This activity of summarizing
plot and discussing characters seldom occurs in official reading events, -Particularly not with
'children who are below average in reading. (One of the children, temporarily in a high ability
group, responded 'to the rare occurrence of sienmatiortlupe_auestions by saying 'impatiently,
"What is this? Reading time or sharing time?")

Throughout this-reading event, the teacher reads a segment of the story then pauses to show a
picture. At this signal, the children start to talk. Much of their talk can be characterized as guesses
about what is goingto happen, based on the plot and story structure so far revealed. For instance,
at the beg-inning of the taped segment the follOwing ,occurs: Peter has been given the magic cloth;
the innkeeper has replaced it with an ordinary one; Petertells his mother the magic cloth will give
food; his mother tells him to show her; Peter tries, saying, "Cloth .give. me food.At this point the
reading stops and a,c-hild says, "It didn't." The child knows That the switching of the cloth is the
basis for a good hypothesis, not Peter's mistaken faith.

It will be many years before theie children know the name for the "omniscient narrator," but
already they are T5taeticing the proficient reader's response to this literary device. (Other stories

5



read aloud to them demand that they do not generalize and expect this deviceon every occasion.)
Neither the predictive guessing nor the ability to respccnd to these literary devices is typically tauglv:
br tested during official reading events.

On the tape is another example of proficient predictive guessing. Here the hypothesis is based
on story structure, plot development, and character developthent. We are referring here to the
"hit the innkeeper" segment. The story structure suggests that a stop-at the inn follows the visit to
the North Wind, the,plot development suggests that the punishment by the stick is to be related to
some resolution of the conflict between Peter and the innkeeper, thecharacter development sug-
gests that the one deserving punishment is the innkeeper. Since thereare multiple and redundant
clues, we might say that, of course, the children "know Yet these are the very same children
who hadrouble in reading group knowing where they were in the story, and these are the same
teacher and students who seldom used comprehension*-based cues during official reading events!

Another aspect of the children's ability that is displayed in this segment is their orientation to the
unusual language used in written material. "Hit, stick, hit" is unusual in several respects. Usingta
vocativesvhile referring to an inanimate object is uncommon it would be "funny" to say "Move,
sae when rearranging the furniture. Placinithat vocative between repeated forms of the um
perative is also unusual; finding it at the beginning or the end is more common. Finally, following
a transitive verb like hit, we expect to find a word referring to the object that is to be hit, not a
word referring tq,2-ie instrument that is to do the hitting. Of course, the unusual language coin-
cides with facts un ;Z'ual in the story's "everyday" world: magic words and the magic stick perform
the action, not a person's body movements.

The children display no difficulty in dealing with4he magic, but they do display difficulty with .

the language. The "1-lit what?" calls our attention to the missing object and to the fact that the
children were not.misled into thinking that the stick was the object. Later, toward the end, a child

. indicates both the difficulty of the language and that this difficulty has been overcome: "Stick, hit,
hit" keeps'all the Words of tie magic incantation but regularizes it into the usual placement of the
vocative in the first position. Ciaildren Who are understanding what they are reading often read
aloud not what is printed but their everyday language or dialect 'version of what is printed.

In reading aloud situations, children are exposed to the conventions and language of written
material that they might not be able to read themselves. Also, the teacher can assess the children's
progress on aspects of literacy development that either do not occur in official reading events or
are not available for th eacher to notice. These possibilities are important additions to the reading
learning and teaching hich happen while the children are faced with a printed page.

0
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( EXERCISES
....so.*

The following set of exercises is divided into two sections. In the first one, the exercises are
based directly on the tape and transcript. The second section, Summary Exercises, consists 9,f a
general set of activities. In both. sections, the exercises may be done independently or as assign-,
ments in either a workshop or a class setting. While the exercises are designed to be adapted to
different workshop or class formats, many of the exercises are best done with pencil and paper
and a tape recorder. .

,

The general purpose of these exercises is to focus and refine your understanding of the topic at
hand, both through observation and discussion of the tape segments and through application of
what js learned from these observations and discussions. It is not the purpose of the exercises to
elicit criticism of the behavior of the children or the teachers seen on the tape.

I. EXERCISES BASED ON TAPE AND TRANSCRIPT MATERIAL

A. 8:3P-svh. The Menu: Functional Word Attack

(1) Examine the transcript for.this section of the tape,
E Discuss why the menu reading activity is included as part of the .day's activities.

DiScuss whether or not reading is one focus (or even the major focus) of the activity,
and why.

(2) Discuss/this transcript in terms of an instance of reading instruction.
What, for example, are the reading skills highlighted in this sequence?

72, Is the language being decoded different from the language found in materials
designed for classroom reading instruction? If so, how should one deal with the
particular kind of language found in the menu?

virtk

(3) Concentrate on one child ikthe segment. What does this segment tell you and make you
want to know about his or her reading ability? ..,

(4) Jot down a lift of everyday activities that require reading skills. the list might inclUde
place names din buses, menus in restaurants, push or pull signs on doors,ptreet signs,

z.A. .
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.acid the like. Discuss the list along the following lines:

C Which activities can be accomplished without being able to read?
72,-1-What.alternative methods are used to provide a nonreader with the same information?
L-._-] Which activities on the list absolutels, require reading?

(5) Bring copies of a restaurant menu and of some timetables (e g train schedules) to your
workshop or class.
0 Discuss the ways in which you can read these Materials, and how each differs from

the ways you might tead a novel or a newspaper. ,
Di cuss the language Of the menu ir-Oer,rns of its particu'ar features. (Are definite or
indefinite articles used?-How are 41jet,tives used? How is the, user,of the menu
addressed?) Notice, for example, the importance of knowing that cooked food is the
"topic" and a restaugnt is the setting.

G" Discuss the language of the timetables in terms of their particular features. (Does the
heading help? What aspects of "pc:top/reading" remain? What new printed signals do
you have to decode?'How do y know what a "Whole sentence" is on a chart?)

0..For each piece of material note:
What kinds of abbreviations, if any, premed?

.
Is itorganized spatially in a particuld:way, and is the reader expected to read the
different sections in a specific order?
What kind of informa.tion is the reader expected to knoiX/ already, which therefore
may be excluded from the menu?

* Is there any information that seems redundant?

(6) Design two or three classroom readingectivities based on a menu or a schedule or some
other written texts that are not essaYr stories.

(7) Think about how these materials migt-it be used speCifically for the'evaluation of reading
ability-and how a social situation might be engineered fo create a reading test for .an
individual child for example, setting up a roje4lay situation in which* student
assumes the part of "customer:: another as "waiter," and.so forth.

.

B. 9:30 a.m. The Recipe: Functional Word Attack
c

(1) Examine this portion of the transcript. ( <,
0 Discuss what the point of the recipe reading activity is, That is, why 1-is the teacher'

included it as part of the day's activities?
O Discuss whether or not reading is one focus, or even the major focus, of the activity

and why. .
._ .
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(2) Discuss this transcript as an instance or ending instruction
What are the reading skills highligbted in this sequence? , -- .

7_, Is the language being ,decoded in 'the recipe different from/the language found in
. classroom materials designid for reading instruction? If so,littim should one deal with

this particular kind- of language? ..
, .

(3) Concentrafe on one child in the segment What does this segment tell you and make yout _
want to know about his or her reading ability? ,

(4). Bring copies of some recipes to wokshop or 'class.
D 'Make raote the steps you tak 'in reading them, ,For example, do you read certain

Th.. sections before yothread`others. or do you read the whole thing through once? What
IL is the Order in which you read the different parts?

Rearrange one of the recipes according to the order in which you read the different
parts. Discuss why it that recipes are not always written in the order that people

it read them. Should they b? Why or why not?
. N.,.....

(5) Discuss the language used in the recipe.
Is it characterized by any special features. suchas special vocabulary or recurring
grammatical forms? Hoy; is the user of the recipe addressed?

LI What kinds of abiriations are used?
What kinds of inf mation is the user barecipe expected to know information
that is therefore excludes from the recipe? Is there any information that you find
redundant?.

(6) Explain -to someone else how to.cook a favorite dish foi which you do not' have the actual
recipe. Ta e-record and transcribe this explanation and compare the langua0 used in
written ecip s to the -language yoU used..Consider at what point. the'ingredientsare
mentioned, what types of work the voice and body' do, and how working from a
"spoken" tecipe might' differ fro, working with a written recipe.

. -

(7) Design twq or three classroom .actiyi4s based on the use of recipes or other kinds of
written material that give procedural directions, such as putting toys together or playing a
game.

(8) Think about how materials like these might be used specifically forceupluatton of reading
ability and how a social situation might be engineered to create a reading test for an

dividual child for eKample., setting up a role plantation in Which students assume
the parts of "cook" and "cook's helper:' ,

; c 2 i*-.
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Exercises 17
1

C. 11:30 a.m. The ading Group: Soc-ial Work and Decoding

(1)

' N J

Examine this section of the transcript
Mark every instance of actual reading that occurs This can be, done by putting an
arrow next to the speaker doing the reading It maybe revealing to assign a letter to
each child and to number each readiag turn sequentially

Al Mark ,
B1 Joan
A2 Mark

1/4 .,

' Compare the instances of reading to the instances of speaking. .41

Can the teacher's utterance's be grouped in any 'way or described as doing any
particular types ot, work)
Mat about the work of the children's utterances?

-(2) Examine the transcnpt and/or look at the tape Note
How turns to read are assigned

; What kind of language occurs when one child finishes turn and before the next
child begins,
What kind of language occurs and what happens when this transition between turns
is not as smooth as it could be or when the turn-taking process begins to break down

E1 How some children in this group seem to assume more responsibility than others for
,assigning reading turns. Is this responSibility seen in the language they use?

Li What the appropnate behavior ih this reading group is Is it enough to have certain
reading skills or are certain interactional skills brought into play as well? If so. how
would you describe them?-------

(3) Observe a reading group or an activity designated as official reading time. (Tape-reeerd if
possible.) Make note of how much each child reads, how turns at reading are designated.
what children do when they are not reading, and What the teacher's role is.
Is comprehension discussed: is comprehension used to assist in word attack?

,._.

(4) Observe a classroom and note all the activities during-school day-that require reading.

(5) Have .a few colleagues gst all the different times during the day or week that formal
.
. reading instruction takes place in their classrooms. Compare this list to the list made in

exercise. 4. Are there any similarities or overlaps between the two lists? Are
comprehension and other word attack skills,separated in these two lists?

37
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D. 2'p.m. The North Wind Story:',Commehension and Prediction

(1) Examine the transcript. looking particularly at instances when the children Interrupt the
story.

Do any or all of these interruptions share common features? For instance :-what do
the children say about the story during these interruptions? When do they choose to
interrupt? How do they interrupt?
Are any reading skills shown during these interruptions? If so, hoi0 can they be
described?
Are there any social or interactional skills displayed during these interruptions? If so.
how can they be described?

.1s reading a story out-loud to children a useful classroOM activity? Why?

(2) Concentrate on one child in the segment. What does this segment tell you and make you
want to know about his or her reading abilities?

(3). Divide into groups of three or four. Each group should havAk two-page newspaper
article. One group member should read the article aloud, stopping two or three times
during the reading. Tape-record these sessions and note any interruptions or
comments by the listeners. ExarRine the interruptions or comments an discuss the ways
they are related to the readingltf the article. Do they reveal anything, example, about
the listener's comprehension of the article? Do they reveal anything about the differences
between the way beginning readers behave during oral reading and the way adults do?

(4) Are there times wh&I adults predict outcomes of narratives for example, of a television-
program, during a commercial, or of a novel you decide to put down rather than finish?
Do these have anything in common with the children's reactions in this. segment? Is there
a place where "guessing" is likely to occar? What are thepieces of information that allow

e to guess? What does the guess show that you know?

II.. SUMMAREXERCISES--

(1) Compare the four sections of the tape in order to identify:
Which skills are focused 'on in C (the reading group).

O Which skills areneeded in the menu and recipe sections (AA B).
Which skills are demonstrated in D (the story-reading).

Identify and discuss where and when reading instruction takes place in your classrooms (for
in-service teachers), or when and where it should take place (for vie-service teachers).



..s

(2) Explore your beliefs and attitudes about reading
Nom does one "attack" a printed page ( in what direction, where, etc.)?
What is comprehension?
How hard is it to learn to read?

(3) Identify a good reader and a poor reader in your class. Write a description of each child's
reading strengths and "weaknises. Tape-record each of these readers as they describe to
fellow class members:
O What_ithey do in school.

What it is they 'do during official reading time.
0 When else they read.
Are any specific reading skills mentioned in either description? I3o the skills
mentioned reveal, anything about the child's ability as a reader?

(4). Observe each of the children identified above in a variety of official and unofficial
reading situations. Does the child's actual reading fit the description you have written
or the description that the child may have provided? Why are there discrepancies?
What changes in instructional or assessment practices sgem appropriate?

(5) Consider practical ways for teachers to remember and make use of the' informal
evaluation opportunities that arise in applied reading situations. Consider possible
record-keeping devices for both formai and informal evaluations. .What could be the
instructional consequences of those evaluations? How can informal and formal_
evaluation be blended to assess a student's reading ability more accurately?

(6) Keep track of everyday situations requiring reading skills. Discuss the examples collected,
especially the situations for which reading skills are indispensable. Is it necessary or evenwise to postpone various applied reading situations until children know the "basics"?'

(7) Consider literary conventions anELLpti isual written language, such as poetry and play
scripts. What skills or problems do children have that we seldom notice with regard tounusual written language?

(8) Collect some good children's literature. Constr.uct a series of activities where the material
read aloud will .encourage the children td respond effectively to contrasting types of
Literary conventions and commoa--leinds of written language structures .

(9) Think about how this literature specificallyiright be used for evaluation of reading ability
and-how a social situation might be engineered to create a reading test for an individualchild:

41 40-041-4*--440.
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THEORETICAL ISSUES

As mentioned in the introduction, much of the research o. ng carries with it the implicit
statement This is what reading is or the citiestion What is reading. The following pages will pro-
vide the reader with some background on the major issues in reading research.

The Nature of Reading
Researchers in reading seem to agree that reading is a general process of going from print to

meaning 'Sharp differences arise, however, when researchers attempt to define the various skills
comprising that process. The precise way in which linguist4c skills are applied in the reading proc-
ess is still not 'a settled issue. Central aspects of this, controversy concern the nature of decoding
and its role in the reading process. Let's examine some of these controversies.

Aarallel Model and the Role of Decoding',
A parallel model hypothesizes that readers apply'strategies to derive meaning from print that

are parallel to those applied in understanding spoken Language.' Kenneth Goodman, a propo-
nent of this approach, argues against overusing decoding (Shuy, 1977). He proposes that profi-
cient reading is a process of prediction and sampling of written text. In reading a text, a fluent
reader makes predictions about what words or expression's will be found there. These predictions
are based on the text that the reader has already read, or; his knowledge of the redundancy and
systematicity present in language, and on his prior knowledge of the topic of the text. The reader
samples from the printed text in order to check these predictions, to determine how these expec-
tations about the content of the text match the text itsdlf. In the words of Frank Smith.

A fluent reader provides much more information to reduce .uncerlainty from his own
store of knowledge about redundancy in the language than he acquires from the text.
More, alternatives are eliminated by what he knows about the 'nature of language than
by the actual visual information that he gets from the page. (1971: 221)

The psychological research on visual . perception in, reading indicates that the reader's
knowledge and expectatipns are important not just`for comprehension of what is read,-but also
for the very basic process of perceiving the letters and words that are printed on the page. Neisser
(1967, Chapter 5) and Smith and Holmes (1971) review the research, on perception as it relates
to reading; Smith (1971) develops a model of reading based on this work.

Some reading theorists draw on this same visual percektion,rese4rch to support the follovjing
model In obtaining meaning from print the eSseptial task in readingreaders apply processing
strategies that are quite similar to those they apply in obtaining meaning from sound when listen,
ing to speech In:.this view, the principal difference between understanding written language and

r's
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understanding spoken language is that in one case linguistic processing strategies are applied to
the graphic representation, while in the other case they are applied to the auditory representa-
tion Furthermore, linguistic processing'is applied directly to the graphically represented language
as it 'appears on the page and not to a mentally preconstructed phonological (sound) representa-
tion corresponding to that printed language.

This model de-emphasizes the role of decoding in reading. Theorists supporting this model
argue that readers do not first translate printed language into a corresponding phonological
representation ksortof silent representation of speechand then apply their linguistic skills tb
thEotask of undersarrdiTig that silent speech. Rather, the aim, readers apply their. linguistic skills
directly to the printed language.

Decoding might be, characterized as a precise and somewhatmechanical process of perceiving
print and translating it into phonological representation. Given this notion of decoding, Ih
research on visual perception of linguistic material provides some support or the claim that
printed language is processed directly. If a reader's linguistic and factual Inowledge play a part in
the very perceOn of print, then decoding (viewed as a mechanical prOcess of visual perception
and translation of print) cannot constitute an independent initial step in reading. A reader's inter-
pretation of the previous text,and expectations about the upcoming text have effects down to the
very lowest level: the perception of the words and letters on the page. Therefore, argue the
theorists, decoding print into sound cannot constitute the initial step in the prOcess of obtain'
meaning from written language. Linguistic processing strategies must be applied directly to
graphic representation, riot to a corresponding phonological representation derived from the
print independent of any higher level linguistic processing.

another reading model.in which the linguisticGoodman and G dman 41977) support
knowledge and pro easing strategies used.in understanding spoken language are applied directly

G

to print. Decoding, the translation of print to sound or phonological representation, does not in-
tervene in this process. As they put it:

Since the deep structure and rules for generating the surface structure are the same
for both lapguagesmodes, people learning-to read may draw on their control of the
rules and"syntax of oral language to facilitate developing proficiency in written
language. This is not a matter of translating or recoding print to sound and fhen treat-

. ing it as a listening task. Rather, it is a matter of readers using their knowledge of
language and their conceptualizations to get meaning from print, to develop the
sampling, predicting, confirming, and correcting strategies parallel to those they use in
listening. (p. 323)

The Dependent Model and the Role ofDecoding
Some researchers have opposed the parallel model' characterized above, claiming that reading

fair comprehension is not a matter of applying linguistic processing strategies directly to printed

el
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language This group argues, contra Smith and the Goodmans, that fluent readers translate the
graphic representation of printed language into a corresponding internal phonological represen-
tation what Conrad (1972)' has called a sort of inner "silent speech." /leaders then apply the
strategies and techniques that they ordinarilAse to understand spoken language to the task of
understanding this "silent speech."

In comparison with the parallel model of reading, this view stresses the importance of decoding
in the reading process: the role of decoding is to make the initial translation froth graphic to
phonological representation, which allows the reader to apply his linguistic processing skills to the
task of reading comprehension. This model stresses the importance of decoding as a componeg
of fluent reading skills. The importance of teaching children to be good decodets in learning to
read follows naturally.

In models of this type, reading comprehension is in a sense dependent on oral language
processing skills Proponents argue as follows: as a proficient native speaker of a language (say,
English), a person controls all the knowledge, skills, and strategies needed to understand spoken
English. In reading printed English, this person must. translate the graphically represented
language of the text into some representation that it will have in common with spoken language.
The reader then will be able to apply well-learned listening skills to the problem of processing and
understanding the written text. Oral language processing skills are primary. The task in reading is
to get the written text into a form in which it is susceptible to the ordinary application of those

'skills. This is the role of decoding:, to translate from a graphic representation to some internal
linguistic representation that can be processed as if it had originally been an oral message. A very
succinct statement of the reasoning behind dependent models is offered by Halwes:

It seems like a good bet that since you have all this apparatus iiapthe head for under-
standing language that if you wanted to teach somebody to read, you would arrange a
way to get the written material input to t1.16 system that you have already got for
processing spoken language and at as low a level as you could arrange to do that, then
let the procegsing of the written material be done by the mechanisms that are already:1'i
there.'

Evidence oitedin favor of a dependent model of reading consists largely of experitheatal results
showing phonological tecoding. Typically in such experiments, subjects are required to perceive
and respond to printed linguistic stimuli. Under these conditions, the subjects' performance fre-
quently shows that they_"translate" the print into a phonological representation one step in the
process of understanding the stimuli and performing fhe manipulations required by the experi-
ment. In one type of investigation, printed words and letters are presented visually, to be
remembered and repeated. Such experiments consistently show that subjects' memory errors
tend to involve phonological confusions father than confusions based on the visual shape of the
words of letters. Proponents often argue that since our primary access to our internal vocabulary
(i.e. in oral speech perception) is through phonological representation, it is more effiCient in
reading to translate graphic information into phonological representation. therefOre'use the
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already existing phonol cal access syste
system to the interna vocabulary.

rather than tryipg to establish a second, vjsual access

Other Vie . o e Relationship Between Reading and Decoding
The research offers evidence for some form of decoding from written to phonological,6

representation as a typical part of the reading process. An extreme version of this .view, might ° \
suggest that decoding i* putonomo0, -NO. decodjrig would constitute the initial step of reading
and would be accomplished simply 4 applyingla symbol-to-sound code or visual woidrecognt-
lion skills. The-higher level linguistic tlills, such as knowledge of the language, prior knowledge
of the subject of the text, and reasoning ability, would play:no part in the initial decodipg step.

None of the researchers reviewed here defends this view c4 decoding as an autonomous
activity. In fact, it seems thOt, AO cuArrt reading theorist espautes the notion' that decoding is
independent of and unaffecfed by the reader's linguistic knOwledge o/nd eXpectations about the
content of the text. For m rts the central claim of phonological!
recoding of written materi I, t

le, LaBerge (1972)

strategies and linguistic exp ctations plam role in the decoding step. Gleitman and Rozin (1973) '

he argues that in a naturalistic readinitontext, visual processing

disclaim letter-by-letter decoding in fluent reading and suggest thOt the. proficient reader
simultaneously makes use of cues from many levels iri translating visual input into.phonological ,
representation. 'Shankweiler and Liberman (1972). concur in this view, describing their position . .

as folloWs: 1J
,. ' . We do not a§sume that thereader is tied to a rigid hierarchy" of successive processing

"- stages. Rathei.:1,ve suppOse that the transformation of scriprinto speech occurs at a ,. . . ,.,umber of levels Concurrently and in pie' rallel. )

't

feFinally,~ etti andl-logabdkr01975)argue that decoding is ah imPortarit aspect of proficientQ.

readi rd is typiqlIV'a probleaTor poor readers also allow that the decoding of written
reptesenta on i o an 6ral langvage cede is not necessari ular process and might involve'
the use of tangy, skill tietweicdikPOWtedger ofi'sy,r4bol-sound correstondence or visual word-

. recognition ability. ,,, li,-1,,,ce, ,,,, -,-,,,,,,,, 4 ,,-, 7' , . t4 \ . k, r . ,. q7

While everyone seems to a e that decoding is-not an,.aUfonorribus proc sS in fluent reading,
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re

many theorists stress that it can offinusl betogghtt-as o`seharole skill to,chil' ren learning to read. 0
Gleitman and Rozin (1973) drga that readin lilie..dter corpplex skills7is%ppropriately broken
down into component subskills for the purpos f teachi4 ylifS'is,noi 049 that the reader, as
skill improves, should continue to focus on,. or venitem ri consciouslawore of, compOnent
subskills such as decoding. Component skills are finally t. Ci. brZughtitogether into unified and
automated 'chunks' . .. (Gleitman and Rozin, 1971:497). : ,,, As: ..,, ; .. t

Several researchers maintain that the goal of decoding skill (arq.decOdiiN instruction) is for the
decoding process to sink below the level of conscious awareness,qklYg`c-ome automatic, so that it
will notdistract the reader's attention frdm higher level t'agks.suchas;s tactic (grammatical) and.

'.6s?......,...; : 49
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semantic (meaning) processing of the text. Perfetti and Hogaboarrl (1975) compared good and
poor readers experimentally and interpreted their results as showin% that some unskilled readers
do not decode automatically. They suggest that the amount of attention and processing capacity
that these poor readers must expend on decodingdnterferes with higher level processing capabili-/ ties and leads to comprehension difficulties. LaBerge and Samuels (1974) argue that the efficient
performance of any complex skill, requires automatization of some subskills to reduce the
cognitive load required to accomplish a complex task. They describe research on how subjects
learn automaticity in a visual discrimination task, and they suggest that some words might be
recognized automatically in the visual system, while others are recognized via a translation into
phonological representation.

Biemiller (1973) compared Oral reading speed of linguistic materials in and out ofcontext for
good and poor readerS. Good readers, in this view, are able to process text in parallelperform:
ing linguistic operations on earlier text while visually recognizing and decoding what comes later.

'Poor readers are slower at recognizing and reading print, independent of ctntextual processing
ability. Their slower performance might be due to readingin strict sequential fashion, unit by unit.
In other words, poor readers are tied to processing earlier chunks of text before they can begin to
perceive later ones.

Summary
In summary, a parallel model holds that in deriving meaning from printed language, we apply

strategies that are parallel to those we apply in understanding spoken language. The pri cipal dit-
ference between linguistic processing in the two modes is that., in one case, we apply ou process-
ing skills and Strategies to sound and in the other case to print. In this view we do not, enerally
speaking,translate print into speech and then interpi'N that speech. A dependent model, on the
other hand, states that the ability to process and understand written text is on oral_
language processing abilities. Here, decoding is a crucial component in the reading process. In
normal reading we must (or at least customarily do) translate printed language into a correspond-
ing phonological representation, to which we can then apply all the processing skills that we
ordinarily use iri understanding spoken language. In this view we do not have to learn to'apply
our oral language skills visually to written language; rather, we have to learn to render written
language Mtq a form to which we can apply our oral language skills.

Educational Consequences
The difference between these two positions has some serious educational consequences when

we consider lOading problems and the possible sources of those problems. With a dependent '
model, where linguistic processing of written and spoken language involves the same skills ap-
plied to the same Kind of input ..(phonological representation), a child's problems'in reading and
learning to read can never derive fundamentally from difficulties in higher level linguistic process-
ing per se. That is, a child who can deal with a particular structure or expression in oral speech
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also should be able to deal with it in written representation, at least as far as linguistic processing
itself is concerned. For those children who appear to be having trouble with higher level,process-
ing in their reading, the real source of problems is either difficulty in decoding or a language prob.).-
lem . With the former, a child Might expend so much effort and attention on decoding that none is
left over for the linguistic pfOcessing of what has been decoded. With the, latter, a child who has
trouble dealing with aparticular language processing task in reading might simply be having prob-
lems with that task overall, in 'the processing of spoken as well as written language.

On the other hand, under a parallel model, higher level processing can itself be the source of
problems in reading and learning to read. If the linguistic processing of written language requires
us to learn how to apply our higher level linguistic skills to a visual representation of language,
then we have no guarantee that such skillslearned for and applied to oral languagewill
automatically transfer to the processing alanguage in the written mode. For example, words that
are immediately identifiable when spoken would have to be learned visually. Until,we learn.how
to apply them to visual as well as to oral input, strategies for handling particular spoken linguistic
structures might not be available when those structures appear in print. Under a parallel model,
reading problems then can stem from difficulties in higherlevel procesing per se, independent of
decoding skill and independent of whether corresponding problems appeaf in the processing of
oral language.

The two opposing models of the reading process make oppo. sit-1g predictions about the source
o problems in reading and learning to react. In addition, the position one takes concerning the
source of reading problems will affect both reading assessment and reading inslruc

The preceding discussion should' give manual users- pme idea of the issu eading
research. As indicated in the discussion and exercises in this manual, we conten at crucial
aspects of the.nature alfreading might be understood by lqoking at when reading occurs. This
appears to be in contrast with approaches that start out by saying This is ghat reading is or by
asking What is reading?

'In the preparation of these theory pages. the authors made extensive use of Theo retical Considerations in the Rem-
son and Extension of Miscue Analysis, prepared by Thomas_Dje_terich, Don Larkin. Cecilia Freeman, and Nancy
Yanofsky of the Center for Applied Linguistics for the Department of Instructional Planning and Development. Mont-
gomery County Public Schools. Rockville, Md., January 1979.

'Quoted in D Shankweiler and I Liberman, "Exploring the Relations between Reading and Speech," presented at
the Conference on the Neuropsychology of Learning Disabilities, Korso, Denmark, 1975.
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GUIDELINES FORsTRANSCRIPTION
Several of the exercises in this manual require tapeiecording and

,transcribing portions of conversation. The following are some basic
guidelines for transcribing. A look at the transcript in this manual will
also be useful.

(1) Decide how yoU will refer to' each speaker, either by full
name or by initial.' Put this full name or initial in front of
ever9 new turn taken by that speaker.

Ann: . Okay.
Mglissa: Wait. Okay.
Ann: MeasureDo it again.

In order to trpscribe accurately everything a given speaker
says, you-Kay want to listen to a smalkegment, stop the
tape, write down what you remember, and then listen to
that segmgpt again. Do notbe surprised if what you think
you hear and what is actually said are two different, things.
That is the reason for replaying difficult or quickly spoken
segments. It may be helpful to listen to longer stretches on

loth sides of the troublesome sequence.

Sometimes two people start talking at once, or one person
interrupts another., This is usually shown in transcription
with brackets marking the overlapping section:

Melissa: Its as far out as it can go.
Ann: No, it might not be

(2)

(3)

It is, of course, often difficuleto hear what either speaker is
saying in a case of overlap. As you can note, the continuing
utterance of the person who keeps on talking after the over-
lap should be transcribed.

27

(4)

(5)

Sometimes it is simply impossible to hear or understand
what someone has said.. This is dealt with by using square
brackets; sometimes the word unintelligible is also included.

T: I'm going to [unintelligible] I'm going to
go over to the listening center.

In other cases, you may not be entirely sure about a given
word or sequence. This can be indicated as follows:

Pupil: I think we're gonna have some fun.

It may sometimes be impossible to tell who is talking. This
can be indicated as follows:

(Unknown SOakeri: I don't think so.

There may be some information-concerning nonverbal
behavior or pauses that you want to include in your tran-
script. Parenthesis can be used for this:

Albert:
Garnett:
Albert%
T:

Bambi.
(shakes head "no")
What?
[Unintelligible] (pause) Who is Dan talking
to?
(raise hands)



INTRODUCTION

WHEN IS READING?

WHEN'S READING?

CAN WE HAVE A 'STORY NOW?

IS THIS READING TIME OR SHARING TIME?

IT'S NOT YOUR TURN TO READ.

"EH" LIKE IN ERIN

TAPE TRANSCRIPT

classroom Most important, remember these are only short examples
and it is not reasonable to make judgments about the abilities or per-
sonalities of the teachers or the students.

In this particular classroom, we found the children reading
throughout the day, from 8:30 in the morning 'til school's out at
3:00. Here are some of those times.

8:30 AM
THE MENU: FUNCTIONAL WORD-ATTACK

T: Jonathan, would you like to 'ead our lunch for us
today? What day of the week is it today? Do you
°remember?

SEE .THE LITTLE PUPPY BIG. HEY, WAIT A MINUTE, BIG? Jonathan: Wednesdag.

THE O'SAYS ITS NAME T. Can you find that? Follow down under Wednesday.

WHAT DOES K SAY?, Jonathan= Vegetable soup. Rat beef /Huse /Sand
. - .- c . _ . o

WHAT DOES 4 SAY? T:* They're abbreviations there. What do you suppose....

WHAT'DOES 4 SAY?

SONG ABCD E F G X Y A B,

Finding out when reading is, is the first step to finding out what
reading is. Here are some videotapes of children reading during

sand stands for?.
Jonathan. Sandwiches.

Sophia: Sandwiches

their regular school day. You'll have a chance to see some parts of 4.

the tapes twice. T: OK. What kind of beef do you think that stands for?
Please remember, it is harder to look at tapes of really occurring

ber, too, that the eye and ear, pf the video equipment emphasize
certain things that might not be noticed if you were present in the Chid: Rat Rat sandwich

What is it . R-O-T? R-A-T!activities than at tapes of actors presenting a performance. .Remem-

28 5 D
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,Strange abbreviation. What do you' think that must Child.
mean? Grant?

Child. Um

Grant: (NQ answer)

T: What's the answer to my question?/pause/What was
the question? /pailse/ Anybody have an idea? What
kind of beef sandwiches do we usually have? Laura?

Laura: Roast beef.

T: Yeah. 1 bet it means*roast beef. It's a
abbreviating it. (noise) Shi Shshh...

Jonathan: Fresh fruit

T: Fresh fruit for dessert?

Jonathan: Peaches and cream.

funny way of

T: OK. That sounds like.a delish lunCh. Mark?

(Entire Segments is Repeated).

9:30 AM
THE'RECIPE: FUNCTIONAL WORD ATTACK

Meredith: Put in a mixing bowl

T: Tell us what we're going to put in the mixing bowl.

Meredith: Urn, one cup . .

T: Can You work out that word?

tiu

T.

- Luckwarm

It's lukewarm

Meredith: Lukewarm milk.

T: What does lukewarm mean?

Kids: What? .

4 T: Does anybody know? Andrew?

Andrew: Quite warm.

'NM

. T: Quite warm. It isn't hot, it isn't coldin between

Julie:

T:

..,

Julie: Throughly.

T: No . . . Sophia?

Sophia. Thoroughly.

4

We're going to have a big bowl and we're-going to have
milk and yeast, and we're going to add sugar, salt,
eggs, cinnamon and butter, and what are we gonna do
with all of that? Tells us what to do. (unintelligible] tan
you tell us what to do?

Beat.

Beat and then a big word. It's a long word Can you
work it out? Jonathan? What is that long word? Julie?

..

T: ' Thoroughly. What does it,mean to beat thoroughly?

Sophia:
( . .

T: 1 Well not really. Erin?.

It means to beat kind of softly.

61
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Erin:

T,

Julie

Sort of slow .

No . . Julie?

Through the whole thing,

T Through the whole thing That's a verry good
explanation.

(Entire Segment Is Repeated)

11:30 AM
THE READING GROUP: SOCIAL WORK AND DECODING.

Gene' Tfm home,. . .

Grant Cm trying to find the page
r

Matk Where your marker is.

Grant: I lZttrx

Gene: The home

T: I-N-G atthe end says . . . The homing . .

Avt,

Gene The hjming. The homing -The homing pigeon.

Child: (Intirrupts) How do,you do this?--

T Why'don't you find out?
.

Gene The homing pigeon,

'Laura: [unintelligible] The pigeon's are flying.
..-,

Mark: [unintelligible] looked out. He saw the pigeons.
[unintelligible] he asked.

-A,

t

Grant: Do I read right here?

I'm going to [unintelligible] I'm going to go over to the
listening center

G ran t Do I 'rdad right here?

Gene: You weren't listening Mark

Where did Mark .A Where did Mark read?

Grant: Uh

T: What part did Mark read?

Grant: Right here?

T: We're gon- we're reading right over here now, Grant.
We're skipping you now, you follow along where we
are.-Put.your,marker on so you won't lose your place.
And listen to what the other people say.

Gene: I reI read this one Dan said, 'Homer. is iri the car.
1 have to'.

Mark: It doesn't say car.

Gene: Oh yeah: Dan said . . . no Dan said, 1-1o.mer is in the
um . . . c cage!'

Grant:. Cage, that's right.

.2-Gene: 1 have to-1 have to gp up to the roof. Mr. Day wants
me to [unintelligible] no, to net7no . . .

Mark: Yeah, that says "let".

Gene: let me outletlet him out.

Mark: Uh huh. Go on.

6r'
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Gene. Go on, Laura, Laura, Laura. You read the part where Grant way
,it says Look

Gene A-way. The a says its name
Mark. No, don'j tell her. "1

T: Yeah
Grant: No, you don' .tell

Gene. Away
Laura: (reading [uni telligiblep (teacher returns)

T Two a's say their names.
Gene: I read the

T: A-way ..
T. Ssh. .'

Gene: Oh .
Laura. (reading [unintelligible]).

T: D'you hear it twice?
.Mark. There's a space M there' There's a pace",in there. -,

#
Gene:* Yeah.

11,
T: That's right. ' ,

Grant. Did we turn the page yet'
Gene: [Unintelligible) ,

.,
. . Gene, No no no no no. I read this one.

. I.Mark: [unintelligible)
T: OK.. , .

Grant: Where are vie, right here?
Gene: 'Dart was not happy now He did not want Homer to fly -,

T: What do sou think? far away. He ran out fast' He went up to the roof.'
*

Grant. Right her - -
, Laura: (reading) [unintelligible) ,

,. Mark: 'No,' said Dan 'I want Homer to stay in the cage.'T: kinintelligibld) (pAuse.),.Who is Dan taiking to? What do. 0 . ,you think . ..
..,...-- ,

', Grant: 'No,' said M.'IN/o,' said Dan, 'I want . .

Grant: The fiither said, 'They can fly . . . far . . .

Mark: Oh boy..
v

4
-T: Ifs alright.

.

N Grant: I want Homer to stay in the cage

Grant: ,: far ' Gene: Ca-e!?
tt

T.
.

Think what it would say. The father said it would fly far a- T. Did you listen to what Mark read? (teacher is interrupted
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by another student) Did Yob listen to what Mark just
read? What did Mark read?

Grant. Right here

T No, he didn't.

Mark: No, no &

T:
Mark- I read what you just read."

T. He read exactly what you did. Were you watching me Pupil:
writing instead of rwatching the boOk, 'cause I
turned my T:

Gene: no No no no.

T.

Gene:

T

Gene

page late. Arad You turned yours Akst when I did You
need to; watch the children who are reading. This is the
part right here. See, Nnintelligiblej, read this part. You
put your marker there, ,

.
I'm gonna read this .11

That's right

Mister Day looked at Dan. `No, no,' he said . .' A bird
'A bird has .

40,

2 PM.
THE NORTH WIND STORY:
COMPREHENSION AND PREDICTION

T.

66

(reading) The,next morning, Peter woke up. He took
the cloth and ent home to his mother. The North.
Wind is very, ice,' he said. 'He gave me a magic cloth.'
'What good i a cloth?' said Peter's mother 'What good

0

When Is Reading? .

can it do?' 'Just say 'cloth; give me food',' said Peter,
'and you will have all the food you want.' 'Show me,'
said his mother.

It's not gonna do it..

Will you show us the pictures?

I showed you them So Peter put the cloth on the table
and said 'Cloth, give me food

It didn't.

The cloth did nothing. limmi.--said Peter's mother.
'Well,' said Peter, `this is no\magic cloth. I'll goback to
the North Wind and tell him. So he Said goodbye to his
mother and off hcwent. (break in tape) The net morn-
ing Peter woke up\I-le took the goat and went home to
his mother. The North Wind is very nice,' he told her.
'He gave me a magic goat. 'What can the goat do ?'
asked his mother. 'Just say 'Goat, goat, make goldrl'
And you will Have all the goldodu need.' Show me,'
said his mother. So Peter called the goat and said
`Goat, goat, °make gold.' The goat looked at Peter. It
looked at Peer's mother. But it didn't make gold.
'Hmm,' said Peter's mother. 'Well,iaid Peter, This is

no magic goat. I must go back to the North Wind and
tell him.' So he said °goodbye to his mother and off he
went again. Jonathan?

m.

Jonathan: He should know it's a magic goat because he should
think it's a magic goat even though it didn't give hith

.gold, becadse it gave him gold the first time.

T: You're right. ice.

Pupil: [unintelligible]

T. Oh, maybe so I'll go on and see Can you sit quietly?
-
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Yeah

01.4 He walked and he walked and he walked, and he
found the North Wind. 'You took our flour.' said
Peter, and you gave me a magic cloth, but the cloth
was no good. So you gave me a magic goat but the
goat is no good Please give me back my flour.' tI don't
have your flour.' said the North Wind. 'I don't have
another magic cloth, and I don't have another magic
goat All I have left is a Magic stick. When you say 'Hit,
stick, hit.' it will hit until you say 'Stop, stick, stop'.'
(Teacher shows pictures)

Pupil 1: Hit what?

Pupij 2. Hit him

Pupil 3' Hinthe innkeeper.

T 4 Think so?

Pupil 3. Yeah

T Will the magic stickthelp me?' 'asked Peter. it will,'
said the North Wind. Peter thoyght and thought and
thought. The magic cloth gave Ttiod at the inn: it gave
no food at home, The:onagfc goat gave gold at the inn,
but it gave rl# gold at home...;;The innkeeper saw the
magic cloth. tits-innkeeper laOre-magic goat. At last'
Peter said: 'Wiu are right. I t rill take the magic stick.

' Thank you very much.' And 9way he went.

Pupil: a It's gorme bong the innkeeper

Pupil: I hope so.

T: On the way home.Peter stopped at the inn. The irm
keeper sawlhe stick in Peter's hand. 'Aha.' he thought,

66

That must be a magic stick. I will have it for myself
That night Peter put the stick beside his bed and he
closed his eyes. but he didn't sleep He waited Soon
the innkeeper opened Peter's door, he walked to Peter's
bed, he touched the magic stick

Pupils. [unintelligible] I know what he's gonna say "stick
hit, hit

Peter opened his eyes. 'Hit, stick, hit,' he said, and the
stick hit the innkeeper

Pupils: (laughter and applause)

WHEN IS READING?

JUST 'ABOUT %L THE TIME

NOW, FOR INSTANCE.

WHEN IS READING?


